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Christie D’Zurilla posted a blog entry a few hours ago on The L.A. Times website noting not only
the death of Brittany Murphy, but also remembering the scene in 8 Mile in which her character
visits the auto plant in an effort to seduce the film’s protagonist, Rabbit. I don’t want to dwell on the
untimely loss of another way-to0 young actress. Instead, it might be better just to treasure up that
memorable cinematic moment in my heart. It was nasty, poignant and I only needed to see it once.
  Brittany Murphy dies at 32; young Hollywood reacts | Ministry of Gossip | Los Angeles Times

Well! The burger flipping life has offered me a few moments of respite, and I’m taking advantage of
this fact. I spent the weekend eating outstanding meals prepared by friends (in honor of my wife’s
birthday. Happy Birthday, Lori and sorry about the rest of this post) and just kind of “watching the
wheels go around.” John Lennon may have had his fault’s, but he often got to the core of what
ends up being meaningful in one’s life. I remember seeing studio footage of him producing
“Wheels”  and his telling the musicians “You aren’t driving the thing, you’re just watching the wheels
go around.” So, I didn’t drive the thing. I made my kid laugh and read some good books, enjoyed
some home cooking and had some long overdue conversations. I managed to get in trouble, as
usual. My host made chocolate cake. Not just any, mind you, but flourless with smooth, rum
ganache. Chocolate and I don’t do well and I knew that I might be in for a day of sickness, but I didn’t
want to be a jerky guest. Actually, it would have been worth being sick. Damn fine cake. Still, I
started to feel the migraine an hour after coming home, so I took a handful of everything in the
house. Really. Not a great idea, but I was in for it. In my fevered state I had this insane dream about
a nurse I’ve never spoken to, but one whom apparently knows me. I’ll never view scrubs the same
way again, nor will I try to kill a headache by trying to carpet bomb it into submission. In the end, it’s
better to just watch the wheels turn and leave the chocolate cake alone. I just have to let it go.
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